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Introduction
Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) systems provide a means of gathering vehicle weight data without interruption to the flow of traffic. Bridge WIM uses an instrumented bridge as the vehicle weight sensor. Modern Bridge WIM systems [e.g., 1] can be installed and maintained without any interruption to the flow of traffic as there is no surface mounted instrumentation; both axle detection and strain measurement use gauges attached to the underside of the bridge. This is a significant advantage over alternative WIM technologies which require temporary lane closures for sensor installation or replacement.
Using gauges attached to the bridge soffit, Bridge WIM systems record strains as the vehicles traverse the bridge at normal highway speeds and from these calculate the static axle loads. Using bridges as weighing scales in this fashion was first proposed in the United States by Moses [2] . The algorithm presented by Moses sought to calculate the static loads traversing the bridge by minimising an objective function defined as the sum of the squared differences between static theoretical and measured strains. All commercial Bridge WIM systems known to the authors still use algorithms based on static theory to calculate the static weights, attempting to minimise the effects of dynamics as Moses did, by using the many measurements available while the vehicle crosses the bridge. Dynamics -bridge vibration and vehicle/ axle motions -have been shown to be significant sources of error for Moses' algorithm [3] , but are not considered in their algorithms.
In the field, theory can be a very poor descriptor of the bridge response unless the structure is calibrated. The theoretical response is described using an influence line, i.e., the static response of the bridge to a moving unit load. The calibration process of a Bridge WIM system involves determining the bridge's actual influence line, which can be quite a different shape than theory would suggest. There are different methods available to calibrate the influence line of a Bridge WIM system. McNulty and OBrien [4] adjust the influence line manually, point-by-point, until the response of the calibration vehicle(s) has/have satisfactorily been replicated. In their study, two different influence lines are calculated in this manner. In an alternative 'matrix' approach, OBrien et al. [5] calculate the influence line directly from measurements. This calibration procedure is similar to Bridge WIM, in that both are minimising the sum of the squares of the differences between theory and measurement, but Bridge WIM is solving for the axle weights given the influence line, whereas the matrix approach is looking for the influence line ordinates given the axle weights.
When dynamics is considered, Bridge WIM becomes an inverse structural dynamic problem, where applied axle forces are an unknown forcing function and they must be inferred from strain measurements and a theoretical bridge model. The solution of this ill-posed problem is ideally suited to dynamic programming and general inverse theory [6, 7] . Bridge WIM falls into a particular area of inverse dynamics known as Moving Force Identification (MFI). Indeed MFI theory represents an opportunity for Bridge WIM to predict axle weights much more accurately than has been previously possible.
MFI has received much attention in recent years. O'Connor and Chan [8] use an interpretive method, in which they calculate the dynamic loads directly from bridge strains, modelling the bridge deck as a series of massless beams connecting lumped masses. Law et al. [9] and Yu and Chan [10] later use a frequency time domain method, in which a Fourier transform is performed on the equation of motion, expressed in modal co-ordinates, and the force histories are found directly using the least squares method. Zhu and Law [11] utilise an orthogonal function method in the identification of moving loads. Law et al. [12] use a finite element method to identify the axle loads and a condensation technique to reduce the system to a smaller number of master degrees of freedom. For a more detailed review of the state of the art in MFI, see Yu et al. [13] .
This paper utilises the first order regularisation method of MFI (as implemented by González et al. [14] , Nordström [15] , You et al. [16] ), which is based in turn on the zeroth order MFI employed by Law and Fang [17] . This method utilises dynamic programming in combination with first order regularisation and the eigenvalue reduction technique, which reduces the order of the system [18] , to calculate the history of a number of vehicle forces from multiple strain measurements on the bridge. An unresolved problem for MFI algorithms in Bridge WIM is the MFI based algorithm's requirement for an accurate Finite Element (FE) model of the bridge. Similarly to Bridge WIM systems based on static theory, it is not possible to use theoretical FE models as, in the field, they often vary a great deal from measurement. A method is required, which uses the measured strain response of the bridge due to a truck of known weight, and infers from this the bridge mass and stiffness matrices. This paper addresses the issue of calibration using the Cross-Entropy (CE) method of optimisation [19] to calibrate the FE model used in the MFI algorithm. Measuring strains, the CE method infers the material properties required in order to build the system's mass and stiffness matrices, namely the material's flexural rigidities and densities. This removes the last practical obstacle to commercial implementation of MFI for Bridge WIM.
Numerical Vehicle-Bridge Interaction model
The numerical Vehicle Bridge Interaction model is comprised of a 3-dimensional sprung vehicle model coupled with a 2-dimensioal orthotropic FE plate model which allows for transverse effects and torsional modes of vibration. All numerical simulations are carried out in MatLab [20] .
The bridge is modelled using thin plate elements [21] based on Kirchhoff plate bending theory. Each of the thin plate elements has 16 degrees of freedom, or four per node (vertical displacement, rotations about the X and Y axes, and the derivative of the vertical displacement with respect to the rotations about the axes). This differs from the standard Kirchhoff plate [21] in that there is one additional degree of freedom at each node. This derivative of rotation with respect to rotation can be called the nodal twist degree of freedom and is included to ensure continuity of slopes across element boundaries [22] .
The vehicle is represented by sprung vehicle models as have been used by many researchers [e.g., [23] [24] [25] . The vehicle body is modelled as a lumped mass with three degrees of freedom: vertical displacement, pitch and roll. Each axle is modelled as a rigid bar with two lumped masses, representing the wheel assemblies, one at either end. Each wheel assembly has one, vertical displacement, degree of freedom. Spring-dashpot arrangements are included to model the vehicle suspension and tyres. The equation of motion for the vehicle is solved using the Newmark-β integration scheme [26] .
Road surface roughness has long been known to be a dominant factor in influencing the dynamic response of a bridge to the passage of a vehicle [27] . Road surface roughness is therefore incorporated into the model in the form of a numerically generated surface profile. Carpet profiles are generated in the fashion of Cebon and Newland [28] , using the inverse Fast Fourier Transform method. The profile used in this study is generated such that its properties are compliant with the ISO specifications [29] . A Moving Average Filter is applied to the road surface, prior to the calculation of the vehicle forces, to imitate the tyre contact patch [30] . The roughness coefficient of the class 'C' profile which is used is 65×10 -6 m 3 /cycle.
The Vehicle-Bridge Interaction (VBI) problem is solved using an iterative procedure [24] . This procedure can briefly be described as follows. The wheel forces are calculated as the vehicle model travels over the road surface profile. These wheel forces are then applied to the bridge model and a vertical displacement of the bridge deck is calculated. The road surface profile is then updated to allow for the bridge deck displacements under it. The wheel forces are then calculated from this updated profile and the wheel forces applied to the bridge model again. The bridge deck displacement is then compared to that of the previous iteration and the process continued until convergence. The material properties required to be input to the FE model are the flexural stiffness in the longitudinal and transverse directions, and material density, for each plate element.
First order Moving Force Identification
The MFI method, based on the use of an FE model and an optimisation technique, is described in detail by González et al. [14] . Only those core features necessary for the explanation of the calibration method are reiterated here. This type of MFI algorithm is implemented in two stages: 1) formulation of equations of motion in state space suitable for dynamic programming and 2) Tikhonov regularisation and the L-curve method.
State space equations and dynamic programming
Firstly, the discretised equation of motion, shown in Equation 1 in time space, is reformulated into state space in Equation 2.
where M, C and K are the global mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively; ÿ, ̇, and y are respective nodal accelerations, velocities and displacements; L(t) is a time-varying location matrix relating the external forces to the degrees of freedom; f(t) is the forcing function; n is the number of degrees of freedom and n f is the number of external forces. The manipulation of Equation 1 to produce the final equation in state space includes an eigenvalue reduction technique [18] which reduces the computational demands of the calculations. In state space, the equation becomes:
where X is a state vector of length 2n, containing the displacements and velocities of the degrees of freedom; H and T are system matrices obtained by manipulating eigenvectors and natural frequencies and {r} is a vector containing the derivatives of the forces. Including the derivatives of the forces with the state variables produces a much smoother force prediction and a generally much better solution than the zeroth order approach [14] .
The bridge response that is most readily measurable is strain and this is the response used throughout this study. To relate the measured strains to the state variables used in Equation 2, a selector matrix Q is used as in Equation 3. (3) where ε is the vector of recorded strain values and m is the number of simultaneous strain measurements. The Q matrix is utilized a great deal later in determining the material properties of individual plate elements.
Optimisation procedure
The second stage of the MFI approach involves the use of a numerical technique to improve the conditioning of the system. Tikhonov regularization [31] adds an optimum regularization parameter, λ, to the equations and solves a neighbouring and better conditioned problem.
Hansen's L-Curve [32] is used to choose the optimum λ value. The method is described in detail by González et al. [14] .
Calculating the Material Properties
The material properties required for an FE model of a bridge are the material density for each elemental mass matrix M e , and the material flexural rigidities (product of modulus of elasticity and second moment of area) for each elemental stiffness matrix K e . Walsh and González [33] propose the Cross-Entropy (CE) method of optimisation [19] in conjunction with static measurements to obtain the distribution of flexural stiffness within a 1-dimensional beam model. The CE method is applied here, with a novel objective function described in Section 4.1, and using dynamic measurements. Like the Genetic Algorithm [34] CE is a population based method of optimization. It can be described as an iterative procedure composed of two steps [35] ; firstly a large portion of the population of solutions with high objective function values is culled; secondly, the remaining solutions are used to generate a new population. The CE method is used here to determine those global stiffness and mass matrices of the FE plate model that give a best fit of theoretical to measured strains for all runs of the pre-weighed calibration truck(s). The material properties that are needed, η, are each plate element's flexural stiffness and each plate element's mass per unit length.
The first step in the CE algorithm is to assume an initial statistical distribution of values of all elements of η. These distributions are taken to be Normal here and are therefore defined by means and standard deviations. The mean values can be based on typical theoretical values or measurements on site. The efficiency of the method is not sensitive to the choice of standard deviations: values of 0.3 × mean have been used here for the initial population. A population of k trial η vectors are randomly generated using the initial mean and standard deviation. For each η in the population, strain measurements are calculated at a number of notional measurement locations on the bridge. There is a reduction in the sensitivity of the solution when there are fewer measurement locations considered in the problem.
The objective function is defined as the sum of the squared differences between the strains calculated for each trial FE model and the strains calculated for the actual FE model. The 'elite set' [19] retained to regenerate the population is defined as the 5% of trial bridges that give the lowest objective function values. With the mean and standard deviation of each component of this elite set, Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate the population for the next iteration of trial bridges. A tolerance is then specified to establish when convergence has been reached, in this case, 2.5% difference in successive objective function values.
A common problem with the CE algorithm is that it may converge prematurely to a false solution. Botev and Kroese [36] propose the method of 'injecting' extra variance into the samples to address this known problem. This technique simply involves increasing the value of the updated standard deviation between iterations. This 'widens' distributions at the start of the iterations, reducing premature convergence. This technique is implemented here by setting the standard deviation for the second iteration to 0.3 times the mean value, and reducing this incrementally over the next number of convergences. The mean value for this second iteration is the mean of the elite set obtained in the previous iteration. The number of convergences specified for each problem varies according to the complexity of the problem, examples are shown in Section 5. The number of convergences specified before the solution is deemed final, varies depending on the complexity of the problem.
Optimisation and the Objective Function
Least squares fitting problems are common in Engineering. Some of these problems may be referred to as "Linear Combination" (LC) problems, i.e., optimisation problems for which the objective function is a sum of univariate functions:
, where f i are functions (often quadratic) and x i ; i = 1:m, are the parameters whose values are sought. Other Engineering optimisations are referred to here as "Near Linear Combination" (NLC). The objective function in an NLC problem is again a linear combination of objective subfunctions, O i , but this time, there is not necessarily a direct mapping from the variables to the sub-functions. The definitive property of an NLC problem is that the sub-functions are each sensitive to small groups of variables and are insensitive to all others. This can be expressed as: mean and standard deviation of this combined set are used to create the next generation of trial values for x 2 . This is different from conventional CE in that the trial values of each component are generated independently of most of the others. This approach is valid provided the problem is sub-structurable, e.g., provided the optimum value of x 2 is substantially independent of all other parameters. 
The Calibration of Finite Element models
The algorithm is tested using three different FE model configurations to demonstrate robustness. The first configuration is a 12m long, by 8m wide simply supported bridge, discretised into 1m × 1m plate elements, each with identical properties. This first, and simplest case, is treated as an example procedure, showing clearly all of the steps involved.
The second example is also a 12m long, by 8m wide simply-supported bridge, but in these simulations the bridge is discretised into sixteen 3m × 2m plate elements, each with their own material properties. Lastly, Section 5.4 presents the calibration of a beam and slab bridge based on an existing bridge in Slovenia. Figure 4 shows the FE model used for the case of plate elements with identical material properties. Steps in procedure: 1) Record both longitudinal and transverse strains during the entire passage of the calibration vehicle (of known characteristics). 2) Initial estimates of the values being sought are required to be input to the system to create the first generation of trial solutions. Values with an error of ±30% were typically used. The solution was found to be insensitive to the initial values input.
Plate elements with identical properties throughout
3) The global stiffness matrix, K is assembled using the elemental stiffness matrices, K e of each plate element. The error function used in the CE method is defined as the sum of the squared differences between the measured strains and the simulated static strains using the longitudinal and transverse stiffness estimates. For the static strain calculations, the equation of motion of Equation 1 is used with the mass and damping matrices set to zero.
4) Using the K matrix calculated in 3)
, M e is calculated for each plate element, taking the error function to be the sum of the squared differences between the complete measured strains and the simulated total strains using the mass per unit length estimates. The global mass matrix, M is assembled from the individual M e matrices.
The introduction of step 3) reduces, initially, the number of unknowns in the problem by twothirds. I.e. the mass component of the equation of motion is not considered at the third stage, calculating K with a pseudo-static equation of motion considering only two of the three unknowns for each element, those relating the longitudinal and transverse flexural stiffness. The remaining unknown, the mass per unit length, is then considered in step 4). This decoupling of the problem has been found to greatly improve efficiency.
In this first example, it is assumed that the material properties of all the plate elements are identical and hence, only three parameters are sought, the flexural stiffness in the longitudinal direction EI xx , the flexural stiffness in the transverse direction EI yy and the plate element mass per unit length μ. The values used to generate the 'measured' data are 35 × 10 9 Nm 2 for EI xx and EI yy and 1,560kg/m for μ. The progression of the CE method can be seen in Figure 6 , which shows the convergence of EI xx values towards the correct solution. The vertical lines of dots in the figure are the trial EI xx estimates. These dots are located at each iteration, and are so closely spaced vertically, that they in some places appear to be a vertical line. From the second iteration onwards, the standard deviation of the elite set is artificially inflated using the method proposed by Botev and Kroese [36] , of 'injecting' extra variance into the samples, to prevent premature convergence. This method has been described previously in Section 4. In this particular example, the correct solution is very quickly found. Injection is applied, despite not being 
Figure 6 Progression of EI xx values through eight iterations of the CE algorithm
The final EI xx value inferred by the algorithm is not necessarily the mean value of the final iteration, but rather the value which gives the lowest error function value from the entire simulation. and -0.17% respectively. The final μ value is 1,552kg/m, corresponding to an error of -0.54%.
The next stage is the application of the MFI algorithm using the M and K matrices determined from the imperfect calibration procedure. The sensor locations used for the MFI algorithm are the same as for the calibration procedure, but only longitudinal and not transverse strains, are used. The L-Curve method of selecting the optimum regularisation parameter is presented in Figure 7 . The optimum regularisation parameter is the point of maximum curvature on the L-Curve as defined by Busby and Trujillo [32] , or the point of maximum positive curvature in Figure 7 (b).
Using the optimum regularisation value of λ = 2 × 10 -18 , the wheel forces are predicted. Figure 8 shows the actual and predicted forces for the sum of the left and right wheels of each of the first and second axles to give the total forces for each axle.
The predicted forces are in good agreement with the actual values for large portions of the force histories, for both the MFI algorithm calibrated using the CE method and for the MFI algorithm using the exact M and K matrices. The predictions using the M and K matrices calculated with the CE method, are almost identical to those calculated using the exact M and K matrices (the differences are barely visible in the figure) . The road used in this example is a class 'C' profile so as to induce relatively large excitation forces in the wheels of the vehicle. This was done to highlight the capabilities of the MFI algorithm, but also to show that the CE method of calibrating the MFI algorithm is capable of dealing with strain signals with high levels of dynamics present. 
The Influence of Noise
Measurement noise is often quite inescapable when theoretical work is tested experimentally onsite. To demonstrate the ability of the method presented here to deal effectively with noise, simulations are presented here containing measurement noise of varying levels. Gaussian noise is added to the simulated strains, specified as a percentage of the maximum strain. That is, the theoretical strain is polluted with normally distributed random noise, of zero mean and standard deviation of one times a specified percentage of the maximum strain induced due to passage of the vehicle forces. The levels considered were 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. Four of these levels are depicted in Figure 9 , for the case of the central of the three mid-span sensors.
Figure 9
Gaussian noise of 1%, 3%, 5%, and 10%
The CE method described in Section 5.1 is repeated for the eight cases of the input strains contaminated with Gaussian noise. The percentage errors in the calculated material properties for the simulations are presented in Figure 10 .
Figure 10 Percentage errors in the calculated material properties
The errors for the cases of noise levels up to 5% of the maximum strain are all less than 1%. More significant errors are noticed for noise levels of 10% of the maximum strain and higher. The error in the calculated μ value for the case of noise level of 20% of the maximum strain was 42%. The proposed method seems robust for levels of noise of 5% of the maximum strain or less.
Sixteen plate elements
The CE algorithm is used here to calibrate FE models with non-uniform EI xx and EI yy values throughout the bridge. Permitting so much variation in the modelled system presents an adaptable method of calibrating the algorithm that can allow for slight variations within the materials in the longitudinal or transverse directions, or local concentrations of stiffness due to haunches, etc.. Increasing the complexity of the problem significantly in this way, requires an increased number of measurement locations. The FE model used in this section is a 12m × 8m, simply-supported bridge discretised into sixteen 3m × 2m plate elements. The 2-axle vehicle velocities are all in the range of 20 -25m/s.
Sub-structuring of problem
The FE grid for the bridge has a node at each of the measurement points, the same locations as in the example in Section 5.1. The objective function is the sum of squared differences between theoretical and measured strains at the measurement points. Hence, when substructured, the number of objective sub-functions is equal to the number of measurement points. As measured strains are constant, this is a linear combination of quadratic functions of the theoretical strains at the measurement nodes. Figure 11 shows four plate elements and their associated nodes. The strain at the measurement point, node 5, is a function of the displacements at the four corners of each of the adjacent elements. The problem is assumed to be Near Linear Combination with neighbouring variables being defined as those associated with elements touching the same measurement point. It is implicit in this assumption that the strain at node 5 is strongly influenced by the properties of the four adjacent elements, p1 through p4, and is less influenced by the properties of other elements in the mesh. Figure 12 (indicative of the transverse profiles also).
Figure 12
The six EI xx profiles used (indicative of the EI yy profiles also) Figure 13 shows the results of applying the CE method to the second of the six bridges (varying EI xx profile with a standard deviation of 5% of mean value). The predictions of Figure 13 are very good, with an average error of 1.0%. Figure 14 shows the predicted forces of the calibration truck on the bridge using the inferred EI xx values.
The calculated forces using the 48-variable optimisation problem (16 elements, with three unknowns for each: EI xx , EI yy and μ), are a good fit to the actual axle forces except near the points where axles arrive and depart from the bridge. This phenomenon has been documented as a weakness of MFI previously [14] , as a result of the small contribution to the total strain of the entering/ exiting wheels. The problem has been re-run assuming all elements to have equal properties. This gives reasonable, though less accurate, results. It would seem a good approximation for bridges with modest variations in properties. The results for all six bridges are shown in Table 1 . The measure of accuracy used is a simple sum of the squares of the differences between the true force and the calculated force. The first and last 10% of predicted force histories were discounted in these accuracy calculations. Unsurprisingly, the assumption of constant stiffness for all elements results in significant errors as the true variation of stiffness in the bridges increases. The 48-variable optimisation problem works well for all six bridges and gives consistent levels of accuracy. This is illustrated in Figure 15 . 
A Beam and Slab bridge model
A more complex bridge geometry is also considered. This is a beam and slab (girder) bridge based on an existing 24.8m × 12.07m, simply-supported structure located at Vransko in Slovenia [38] . Figure 16 shows a transverse section through the bridge.
The FE model of the bridge at Vransko is discretised into 100 plate elements (10 × 10). All elements in the longitudinal direction are 2.48m long, while in the transverse direction, two plate elements are placed between each beam and one outside each outer beam. The girders Figure 16 Section through the bridge at Vransko are modelled as six degree of freedom beam elements, adding additional stiffness along rows of nodes corresponding to beam locations. For the nodes which are beam locations, the properties of the combined beam and the width of slab above it, are calculated relative to the centroidal axis of the combined section [39] , to account for the extra stiffness in the beams due to the width the slab above it. There are more measurement locations considered in this example. Again, there are three longitudinal locations, at the fourth, sixth and eighth nodes from the left hand support (7.44m, 12.4m, 17.36m from the laft hand support). In the transverse direction, the centre of each beam and the slab between each beam are also taken as measurement locations. This gives a total of 27 measurement locations in this case. The material properties found in a previous study [40] to best model the bridge at Vransko are listed in Table 2 . Figure 17 gives an example of the strain responses from the beam and slab model, for the case of the same 2-axle truck as before, travelling at a velocity of 20m/s. . The results are summarised in Table 2 , showing very close agreement with the previous study. Figure 18 presents the convergence, through the iterations of the CE method, of the μ value for the slab. The simulation converged a total of three times, at iteration numbers 4, 12 and 18, before the objective function value was deemed sufficiently low to end the process. Artificial inflation of the standard deviation of the population solutions was applied at iteration numbers 4 and 12, where the artificially high standard deviation value can be seen despite the scatter of the trial values being very small (all contained within the circular mean marker).
Figure 18
Convergence of CE method for the μ parameter Figure 19 shows the effect of the CE calibration procedure on the forces predicted. There is a particularly high level of dynamics evident in the axle forces as a class 'C' road profile is used. The calibrated MFI algorithm tracks the forces reasonably well and captures two significant frequencies in the applied force signal, at frequencies of approximately 1.2 and 14.3Hz. Figure 19 Comparing the forces calculated using the Exact system matrices and those calculated using CE calibration algorithm
The calculated forces using the mass and stiffness matrices inferred by the CE algorithm almost exactly match those forces calculated using the values used to simulate the data. (They are such a close match that it is difficult to distinguish the two sets of calculated force lines in Figure 19 ). This is unsurprising, considering the high levels of accuracy achieved in the results in Table 2 .
Conclusions
It seems likely that MFI based algorithms will be at the core of future Bridge WIM systems. The MFI requirement of an accurate FE model of the bridge, provided a challenge to its integration with Bridge WIM systems. This paper has shown that the Cross Entropy optimisation method can be used successfully to calibrate the system matrices required of the MFI algorithms, removing the final obstacle to their implementation. The multi-dimensional optimisation problem is sub-structured, greatly improving its numerical efficiency. Three FE models are successfully calibrated taking strain as input, and the effect of the calibration procedure is seen in the force history predictions of the MFI algorithm.
